higher than a note at the left; yet they are both on the same level"
said another lady.
"You feel that a macaw's coloring is loud; but it is really as
soundless as a sparrow's/* said yet another lady.
"You need not condescend to answer such quibbles" said an
authoritative gentleman. "They are on the level of the three card
trick. I am a surgeon; and I know, as a matter of observed fact,
that the diameter of the vessels which supply blood..to the female
brain is excessive according to the standard set by the male brain.
The resultant surcharge of blood both overstimulates and con-
fuses the imagination, and so produces an iconosis in which the
pungency of pepper suggests heat, the scream of a soprano
height, and the flarnboyancy of a macaw noise."
"Your literary style is admirable, Doctor" said the first gentle-
man; "but it is beside my point, which is that whether the sun's
heat is the heat of pepper or the heat of flame, whether the moon's
cold is the coldness of ice or the coldness of a snub to a poor rela-
tion, they are just as likely to be inhabited as the earth."
"The coldest parts of the earth are not inhabited" said Mr
Croker.
"The hottest are" said the first gentleman. "And the coldest
probably would be if there were not plenty of accommodation on
earth for us in more congenial climates. Besides, there are
Emperor penguins in the Antarctic. Why should there not be
Emperor salamanders in the sun? Our great grandmothers, who
believed in a brimstone hell, knew that the soul, as they called the
thing that leaves the body when it dies and makes the difference
between life and death, could live eternally in flames. In that they
were much more scientific than my friend Croker here." ,
"A man who believes in hell could believe in anything" said
Mr Croker, "even in the inheritance of acquired habits."
"I thought you believed in evolution, Croker" said a gentle-
man who was naturalist to the expedition.
"I do believe in evolution" said Mr Croker warmly. "Do you
take me for a fundamentalist?"
"If you believe m evolution" said the naturalist "y°u

